Temperature Sensor User Manual

DVR Configuration

Log in, Select Alarm>Temperature>Ext Temp1

RS485-A: Connected to the white line of temperature sensor

RS485-B: Connected to the yellow line of temperature sensor

5V-OUT: Connected to the red line of temperature sensor

Ground Line (GND): Connected to the black line of temperature sensor.
Select Peripherals > Serial > Choose Temp Sensor on MCU COM1
**Online Configuration**
Log into the vehicle management system. Follow path Device>Vehicle Parameter>Edit>Temperature to select temperature and number.

Sensor 1: Temperature of Device

Sensor 2: External Temperature Sensor 2

Sensor 3: External Temperature Sensor 1

**Temperature Status**
Users can view temperature in map vehicle status or in system info of the DVR menu. User can check the temperature value of temperature sensor (temperature sensor 3) at Status from Client. Also you can see the temperature in MDVR(System info).